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A massive underground sensation, The Big Lebowski has been hailed as the first cult film of the
internet age. In this book, 21 fans and scholars address the film's influences—westerns, noir,
grail legends, the 1960s, and Fluxus—and its historical connections to the first Iraq war,
boomers, slackerdom, surrealism, college culture, and of course bowling. The Year's Work in
Lebowski Studies contains neither arid analyses nor lectures for the late-night crowd, but new
ways of thinking and writing about film culture.
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To our own Little Achievers: Elias, Zara, Margaret, and Fern

Tom said to himself that it was not such a hollow world, after all. He had discovered a great law
of human action, without knowing it—namely, that in order to make a man or a boy covet a thing,
it is only necessary to make the thing difficult to attain. If he had been a great and wise
philosopher, like the writer of this book, he would now have comprehended that Work consists of
whatever a body is obliged to do, and that Play consists of whatever a body is not obliged to do.
And this would help him to understand why constructing artificial flowers or performing on a
tread-mill is work, while rolling ten-pins or climbing Mont Blanc is only amusement. There are
wealthy gentlemen in England who drive four-horse passenger-coaches twenty or thirty miles on
a daily line, in the summer, because the privilege costs them considerable money; but if they
were offered wages for the service, that would turn it into work and then they would
resign.MARK TWAIN, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
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IntroductionEdward P. Comentale & Aaron JaffeFar out. Far fucking out.So what’s a Lebowski,
you might ask?This is not the definitive question of the film.That would probably be Which
Lebowski? Or, perhaps, Where’s the money, Lebowski?We’re academics, though. Over-
achievers, if you will.Let’s begin with the title of the movie, which, we admit, is a bit of a puzzle.
As far as titles go, it is both glaringly idiosyncratic and utterly slack. Through the course of the
film, the “big” in The Big Lebowski slips back and forth between quality and quantity, spirit and
matter. Yes, there’s a Lebowski in the film who is big in cash and big in girth, but his decrepit
image—bald, bloated, crippled, hot in the face—hardly meets the expectations of the star-burst
title sequence. After betraying the family name and his daughter’s love (not to mention the little
Lebowski Urban Achievers, and proud we are of all of them), this Lebowski turns out to be
nothing but a big “crybaby,” pounding his fists on the floor of a mansion he never owned. The
other Lebowski—dead-beat, down-and-out Jeff Lebowski, “the Dude”—reveals “bigness” of a
different order. It’s not his brains, exactly, but his heart, an expansive tenderness of being, or, at
least, a big, sloppy helping of just being there. Yeah, Walter, I’ll be there. And, with a little
Lebowski on the way, bigness surely shifts Dude-ward. The un-hero finally—cuckoo-like—throws
the other egg out of the nest, regains his own eponym and thus a story. Unless, perhaps, we’ve
been fixated on the wrong Lebowskis the whole time, and it’s Maude all along who really is Le
Grand Lebowski. . . .What is The Big Lebowski, then? Or, if you’re into the whole brevity thing,
what’s a Lebowski? What kind of thing is a Lebowski? How does it exist in the world? How does
it present itself to human consciousness?Undoubtedly, this titular crisis suggests something
about the film itself. The name evokes the awesome as well as the asinine, the tender and the
tricky. In all its silly, giddy grandeur, it seems to have kicked itself loose from the earth, beyond
any appeal to either high or low. At once chthonic and cartoonish, wise and wise-cracking, the
name is just as plausible as an obscure demigod or a subatomic particle, a magic trick, a
Cracker Jack novelty, or an Olympic dive. In fact, the Big L could refer to all manner of
ridiculously specific things: a bomb; a dildo; a bong; a long con; a cricket bat; a wrestling hold; a
half-and-half’stache; a cowboy hat; a nail-polish color; an antique, bread-box-sized “portable”
phone; a trident fetish; an Eve Sedgwick series on Showtime. In all its ambiguous plasticity,
though, the name abides. Unlike other film titles, which refer plainly to characters (Barton Fink),



or places (Fargo), or specific themes (Blood Simple), this one seems to refer to the film itself. It
allows the watcher to speak familiarly, touchingly, about the movie. Have you seen The Big
Lebowski? Don’t you love The Big Lebowski? The Big Lebowski is awesome, man!Repeated
enough, “Lebowski” starts to designate everything and nothing. Rather than indexing anything
specific, it comes instead to sound like the very principle of indexing. It seems to point
somewhere, forcefully, broadly, and yet it also tends to slip away from any stable referent. To
work as a designation, it must shore itself up, neurotically, stringing together other, more or less
useless modifiers. Which Lebowski? Not just any Lebowski, but a BIG one. How big? Really big.
Big enough to be THE big Lebowski, the only Lebowski of this particular density, weight, height,
or what have you. Perhaps, The Big Lebowski is just the only possible name for perhaps the only
psychowesternoircheechandchonginvietnambuddy genre pic in existence—as if name and
referent were created at once, the way a ferocious beast is named by the native’s shriek or the
way novelties are named by befuddled executives. Oh, that? That’s a Whatzit! That’s a Hula
Hoop! That’s a Shrinky Dink! That’s a Lebowski! You know, for kids!What is The Big Lebowski,
then? Or, if you’re into the whole brevity thing, what’s a Lebowski? What kind of thing is a
Lebowski? How does it exist in the world? How does it present itself to human consciousness? If
it is, in fact, a thing in its own right—and we guess, given its plastic blister pack, it must be—then
it might be categorically linked to other objects of our environment. At first glance, we can
reasonably assert that it is not a tool, in the way, say, a hammer or a calculator or a heavy drink
may be a tool. In fact, compared to the familiar things on our domestic shelving units, this one
seems to lack any obvious purpose, any implicit use or application to aid either the individual or
the community. The actual viewing experience produces nothing, accomplishes nothing,
changes nothing. In fact, Lebowski-users—the “achievers”—use the film to avoid work, and
whatever force or energy they might apply in their endeavor is clearly unmatched by any obvious
output.At the same time, though, Lebowski does not meet standard criteria as a commodity. Its
initial box-office returns proved disappointing for producers, and, to this day, despite
repackaging efforts on the part of its distributors, it remains a losing prospect. We imagine it can
be successfully traded (for, say, a similarly formatted copy of Office Space or perhaps Kingpin),
but its use value seems roughly equivalent to its market value, currently running at 69¢ on eBay.
What’s more, it defies the basic principles of ownership. Not only does it occasion group viewing
and a generally unhygienic sharing of drink cups, but, with clips readily available for mashing on
the Internet, any given scene can be physically reproduced on command by even the most
casual fan.Lebowski . . . resembles the joint as an object that is defined by its hollowness, an
object that is at once wrapped up and open, that seems to disappear with its use, designed to let
in the air that will slowly, deliriously, consume it. In this, it is a runic joint or perhaps a Mobius joint
—rolled with single-sided Zig Zag papers by M. C. Escher himself.We can’t claim with any
assurance that Lebowski is a work of art. Or even a text, really. Certainly, it looks like a
systematic grouping of sign-units. It seems to present itself, more or less, as something to be
“read” by the eager filmgoer, and it seems to refer—artfully—to the existence of a recognizable



set of humans in real time and space. An incoherent jumble? Not quite. Still, Lebowski defies the
unities of production, distribution, and use that we associate with texts. Item: the film was
conceived by mutant brothers who communicate largely through “telepathy.” Item: its crew
consisted of friends and confidantes chosen for their shared “tastes.” Item: the film itself is
willfully tangential in terms of structure and gleefully schizophrenic in its use of cinematic
allusion. Item: the exquisite décor of set and costume does not merely distract from the plot but
also determines both action and characterization at decisive moments. Item: it is mostly
screened at odd hours before small casual groupings of distracted fans who compulsively
repeat their favorite lines and scenes. Item: it is the focus of multiple dormitory games and
accessory diversions, and its footage has been used in literally hundreds of parodies and loving
re-creations in digital format. Item: it is at once the center of an annual booze-soaked confab in
Louisville, Kentucky, and now at least one book collection of critical academo-scribblers (this
one).No, if Lebowski resembles any object in our shared consciousness, it’ll not be found in the
usual categories. Rather, we take our cue from one of the cunning objects thematized in the film
itself. No, not the bowling ball or the severed toe, but the joint. Not just any joint, but the sweet
relaxing bud enjoyed by the Dude himself, a bud at once gratuitous, trippy, casually illicit, and
always gone too soon. Lebowski resembles a joint in its multiple senses—(1) joint as the means
to altered consciousness, (2) joint as an aide to relaxation and casual sociability, (3) joint as a
physical connector, as in joint compound, a means of bringing together disparate sounds and
images and meanings in psychotropic array, and (4) joint as a meeting place, as a homeland for
shared culture, for casual, if slightly buzzed, citizenship. Lebowski also resembles the joint as an
object that is defined by its hollowness, an object that is at once wrapped up and open, that
seems to disappear with its use, designed to let in the air that will slowly, deliriously, consume it.
In this, it is a runic joint or perhaps a Mobius joint—rolled with single-sided Zig Zag papers by M.
C. Escher himself. In all its formations—as a connector between people, places, and texts—it
both fulfills and empties itself. The Lebowski joint burns like a hipster phoenix. In an instant, it
flashes its mythic purpose and ceases to exist, becoming only its own empty openness, dead
ash, a doubly dead-beat dead end.Lebowski suggests connections—laid-back connections
between more or less disparate phenomena. It works through the slow-dazed formation of more
or less cosmic thingamabobs, stellar mobiles of fascinating attention, and meaningless junk.
Thus, a tumbleweed is a bowling ball is a reel of film that, when projected, shows a Western at
the limit of the West, a West that no longer exists except offshore in Korea, Vietnam, and Iraq.
Here, a terrier is a Pomeranian is Toto, yapping at the man behind the screen who is a human
paraquat, which is a herbicide for killing marijuana and thus an instrument for destroying a good
buzz, such as the one the Dude experiences right before he is attacked by a marmot, which is
actually a ferret sent by a group of phony nihilists trying to extort money by pretending to have
kidnapped a porn refugee missing from, yes, Kansas. The film expands and contracts with these
connections, finding ecstasy in the dissolution of the barrier between reality and imagination,
reducing everything to sheer connectivity, sheer jointure. Its hazy buzz calls for a mellow



reshuffling of the phenomenal field, retroactively transforming the cultural archive as it reduces
that archive to ash.So, what do you with a Lebowski? You smoke it.And then, the tale wagging
Schrödinger’s cat, Lebowski smokes you.Sometimes you smoke Lebowski; sometimes
Lebowski smokes you.In short, everybody must get stoned. The film demands to be seen with
bleary eyes, and this Year’s Work is offered in this vein—laid-back, easy-going, comfortably
dead-beat, slack. The objects in the film appear at the borders of significance, where everything
seems to mean something—or something else—to refer to at least one thing or another. I’ve
seen that dog before. That’s the dog from that old movie. You know, dude, the one with the girl.
Referencing occurs without any sanctioned frame of reference. And, as in altered states, the
viewer remains listless, stupefied, and yet bewildered, responsive, open to impossible
connections. You mean Toto, man? Toto’s not a pom. Yes, the experience of the film—the
experience of our work—focuses not on codes, on the cracking of themes and allusions, but on
the process of ideation itself, on an imaginative openness that never ceases to fail to focus into
form. Toto’s totally a pom, dude.0.1. Ashes to ashes, Dude.Such a state seems to inform the
working method of the filmmakers themselves. “You sort of know these people and hear these
stories and they all sort of figure together in nebulous ways,” as Ethan Coen explains. “It’s all sort
of really vaporous ideas and then we just start writing at the beginning. And that’s how we
crystallize the idea” (Robertson 41, 48). The Lebowski process emphasizes openness, fluidity,
and a blurring of the line between irrationality and objective fact, between a potential for
meaning and the refusal to grant it. Rick Heinrichs, the film’s production designer, raises this
point:I mean, you really don’t want to hit it too hard. You have to allow people to get it if they want
and if not, that’s okay, too. If you want, you can sort of after-the-fact rationalize it, come up with all
kinds of analysis that makes it sound like a grand intellectual construction. But what it is,
essentially, is just a motif. You conceive or stumble onto motifs as you go, and you use those to
link up the scenes. (Robertson 104)This is not just your average stoner flick, but a stoned flick.
Its very slackness, its lazy, bleary-eyed gaze reveals more than any one of its objects may
contain on its own. In this stoner haze, the material world is turned inside out. The American
scene shakes off its rational frames, dives into itself like a psychedelic seal, and begins to glow
rich and strange with its own psychic undercurrents. It isn’t a question of intelligence but feelings,
desire, the unconscious, and what becomes possible again in an otherwise dead world of dead
objects and dead causes. Ethan again: “It’s that it’s kind of wrong in a way, but also kind of right
in a way. I mean, even things that don’t go together should seem to clash in an interesting way—
like, you know, a Cheech and Chong movie, but with bowling. You sort of do it by feel and not
with reason” (Robertson 45).Far out?! Far from it, man. In Lebowski, the Coens’ work adds up to
a kind of Surrealism of everyday life—it’s about inner space, not outer space, so to speak. Their
method follows a long cinematic tradition of using the screen image to reintroduce a liberating
irrationalism into the rigid forms of expression that distort modern life. Soon after the invention of
film, figures like Luis Buñuel and Man Ray exploited the motion picture’s unique abilities to
subvert temporal and spatial frameworks, and to open up latent meanings beneath or perhaps



between the objects and images of the practical world. They believed the experience of filmgoing
—dark theater, passive spectatorship, psychological ecstasy—mimicked something like a
conscious dreaming, and the specific qualities of the film text—splicing, montage, the image—
tapped a subterranean realm of desire and fantasy, if not a specifically poetic reality. According
to Jacques Brunius,The arrangement of screen images in time is absolutely analogous with the
arrangement thought or dream can devise. Neither chronological order nor relative values of
duration are real. Contrary to the theater, film, like thought, like the dream, chooses some
gestures, defers or enlarges them, eliminates others, travels many hours, centuries, kilometers
in a few seconds, speeds up, slows down, stops, goes backwards. (Hammond 11)If Freud’s
dreams work by condensation, displacement, and a complete disregard for mental and physical
categories, then they find a fitting counterpart in the rough editing of both intentionally avant-
garde film and unbearably shoddy popular flicks. The “fidelity of the image” meets with the
“infidelity of the montage,” and thus qualified, in the words of Paul Hammond, “cinema to portray
the dream voluntarily since, to put it crudely, the dream is waking reality (i.e., photography)
jumbled up (i.e., montage)” (12).The Coens, like the Surrealists, find grace in ridiculously
misplaced objects and shockingly silly images. In Lebowski, the viewer must grapple with a
severed toe, homework in a baggie, and a suitcase full of whites, not to mention a Vietnam vet
and a cowboy in a bowling alley, nihilists ordering pancakes, and an attack marmot on a chain.
But each of these objects is given a further kick, some obscene detail—the paint on the toe, the
“D” on the homework, the studs in the chain—that heightens the tension between everyday life
and its irrational subtexts. The Coens manifest a singularly Surrealist tendency to play with these
objects as open images, to allow them to resonate in multiple ways across the surface of the
film. Each one traverses a number of registers, moving temporally from scene to scene, spatially
from room to room, but also symbolically, thematically, open to a range of associations, some
intentional, some fateful.Thus, the older Lebowski uncovers a toe in the limo, shouting, “I have
no choice but to tell these bums that they should do whatever is necessary to recover their
money from you, Jeffrey Lebowski. And with Brandt as my witness, I will tell you this: any further
harm visited upon Bunny will be visited ten-fold upon your head. By God, sir, I will not abide
another toe.” The film soon cuts to the Dude relaxing in his bathtub, the camera focused warily
on his ten wriggling toes, intact, but soon to be threatened—ten-fold—by the marmot-wielding
nihilists. Given the Dude’s relaxed nakedness in the scene, the toes are also ten little penises,
threatened with castration by the thugs who will soon appear in his dream, in which, having
replaced their crotch-chomping amphibious rodent with a giant pair of scissors (stolen from
Maude’s painting), they chase the Dude down a bowling alley. So these toes become also, less
traumatically, ten pins, about to be knocked down by the ball tossed by Maude in his dream, or
perhaps Maude herself, for when she is first shown careening across the ceiling of her art studio
loft in a harness, we hear—in a manipulation of sound that would have made the Surrealists
proud—the sound of a ball rolling and pins crashing. And, yet, the emerald green of the nail paint
leads us back to Kansas, or at least a despoiled vision of Kansas, for this is also the color of



money, and Bunny, the girl whose toe line remains surprisingly intact, will apparently suck any
cock for $1,000, as she informs the Dude when he blows the paint dry on her right foot and then
tips his glasses, Cruise-style (vintage The Color of Money), and proclaims, “I’m just gonna go
find a cash machine.”These connections—at once objective, fantastic, cinematic, and
unsupportable—define the space of the film. The movie grows open on all sides, given over to a
game of chance that is both giddily dumb and freakishly fateful. In fact, chance seems to be the
only aspect of the filmmaking process that the Coens are willing to discuss openly, perhaps if
only because it excuses them from the haughty logic of authorial authority. As William Preston
Robertson reveals in his book on the making of Lebowski, the Coens used the most basic
Surrealist techniques to generate chance within and beyond the formal structure of their film.
The process began with a set of unrelated objects (the rug, the toe, the homework in the baggie)
and the fraternal challenge of putting them all in the same film. “We get the idea first,” explains
Ethan, “‘Oh, it would be good if a severed toe shows up here.’ . . . We want to goose it with a toe.
And then you’re left with the problem of whose toe it is. . . . that’s a way to work, painting yourself
into a corner and then having to perform whatever contortions to get yourself out” (Robertson
49). In this, the film attains something like an involuntary poetry. Everywhere, its objects split and
careen along alternative trajectories that multiply exponentially with each second of screen time.
And yet, if chance is built into the very structure of the film, that structure is not simply open or
amorphous, never simply nonsensical. Chance, the Surrealists knew well, entails its own logic,
its own causality; chance is not the lack of cause, but the openness of cause, and thus
correlates openness with coherence, locates disorientation within logic. In the Coens’ world,
things fall apart by necessity, and they cohere through their openness—being and nothingness
roll together. Casually kegeling on the Dude’s bed, Maude explains that it increases the chance
of conception. “Increases?” the Dude spits out, astounded. “Well, yes,” Maude responds, “What
did you think this was all about? Fun and games?”0.2. “Der Daumenlutscher” [The
Thumbsucker], from Heinrich Hoffman, Der Struwwelpeter (1845).At this point, even the analogy
between Lebowski and dreaming seems to miss the mark. For even the most surreal night
visions are conditioned by the exigencies of an anxious ego, and Lebowski, like many cult films,
may in fact turn out to be a dream without a dreamer. Or, perhaps, we might say that Lebowski is
a dream of objects, not just a dream that contains objects, but a dream that objects may have,
once freed from their practical, everyday uses or even the symbolic order of psychology. Indeed,
the Surrealists privileged filmmaking over dreaming precisely because the technological
apparatus freed them beyond the terms established by the dreamscape and allowed objects
and images to find strange configurations on their own. Similarly, the Coens cut to dreams not
because they reveal anything new or interesting about the dreamer, but because the space of
dreams allows the objects of the film to collude in startling ways—the Dude’s carpet flies over
L.A. with Maude cross-legged on top; Lebowski’s tiled floor appears in the bowling alley; giant
scissors break loose from a painting and give chase; the Dude becomes the Cable guy, borrows
Saddam’s shoes, and flies down the bowling alley, etc. Ethan grumbles that the dream sequence



is a “cheap, gimmicky, obvious way to depict a character’s inner life,” but he is captivated by the
sequence’s possibility of juxtaposing design elements otherwise unconnected to each other:
“But it’s also a very fun thing to do. Again, it’s dovetailing things” (Robertson 50).As may be
expected, the beginnings of the Lebowski cult—the narrative origins of any collectivity—are
shrouded in mystery, thriving elsewhere in multiple viewings, latenight campus screenings,
recitations of catchphrases, drinking games, and theme parties. Somewhere right now,
someone’s watching Lebowski.The film offers a new poetry of common objects. At its most basic
level, it presents the cunning collapse of ideas into things and forces the viewer to remain supple
in response to the phenomenal world. Our gaze is opened to a world in which each mundane
thing is both drained and saturated with meaning—a world stupid, stubborn, mute, and a world
vibrant, charged, and ecstatic. In one direction, objects are charged with a totemic power, a
surge at once symbolic and affective, and so, within and beyond the frame of the film, we can
never again experience an old rug, a bowling ball, a container of half-and-half in the same way.
In the other direction, people become things, taking on hitherto unknown physical properties and
thus revealing a new openness to the material world. After the opening credits roll, we see the
Dude as bowling ball. He traipses through the apartment gardens, his own case in hand,
casually navigating the floral arrangement that, like a ball return, divides the path in two. He
enters his apartment, where he is gripped, scruff-wise, by one of the thugs, and bowled, literally,
across the wood floor of his apartment and into the bathroom and plunged into a toilet bowl.A
bowling alley is, by and large, a wondrous dream of objects, the most bizarre formation of human
culture ever devised. Here, we find brute material in fantastic configuration, and, everywhere, the
most inert objects receive obsessive attentiveness. Precision meets inanity, kinesis becomes
form. In a feat of staggering communal Dada, we have all somehow agreed that it is fit and
proper that a three-holed ball with a standardized circumference of 2.25 feet should be hurled
down a lane that measures exactly 60 feet from the foul line to the head pin, which, like the other
nine behind it, must be 15 inches tall and about 4.7 inches wide at the “belly.” Said hurling is
repeated, either individually or in small posse formation, in the same direction twice during each
of ten frames, thus producing a score via a formula that is too complex for 92 percent of the
world’s bowlers. And the bodies that enter this space give themselves over to sublime
contortions, at once purposive and spastic, fluid and jerky, in more or less formal uniforms and
stylized patterns of hair and posture. The successful throwing of the ball entails a precise
generation of chaos, known in the game as “spin”: the greater control, the greater spin, the
greater chance that the pins will bang wildly into each other, falling at once by a predetermined
physics so intense it is barely worth tabulating and an utter randomness that frees us from any
need to do so.The Coens have always been obsessed with controlled chaos. Their work tracks
the best-laid plans of marmots and men as they go comically awry, as they come up empty
against the stubborn objects of the everyday world, revealing the ways in which precision
produces contingency, whereas contingency works with the utmost precision. The roll of a
bowling ball reveals the beauty of this logic in miniature, as it careens down the lane, obedient to



the letter of each physical law, and yet inspiring a sense of chance that seems just as
implacable, just as intransigent. Controlled chaos, the chaos of control—these terms also
describe the Coens’ cinematic style, with its detached wide-angle vision and its OCD-like
attention to minor imperfections of body and soul. As a space to be filmed, the bowling alley
allows them to indulge and explore all of their tics regarding the object world. Here, the camera
is drawn to the clean lines of the lanes, the carefully arranged patterns of dots and pins, and the
synchronized approach and release of uniformed teammates, and yet the scene is worried by
the unexpected sounds and sights of pins crashing, men cursing, dogs yipping.The Dude, as
the non-hero of this world, is a necessarily comic figure. As Henri Bergson famously observed,
we laugh at the spectacle of a human behaving like a thing, getting caught up in his own
thingliness and the thingliness of his environment. The Coens’ comedic formula rests on the
belief that an inverse ratio of human effort and material contingency produces the most belly
laughs. Again, we’re dealing with “best-laid plans,” and so we watch the Dude sweating through
the construction of a door barrier and then see the door easily opened because he inserted the
chair backward, or, more brilliantly, we watch Walter’s minutely detailed plan with the ringer go
awry, here tripped up by his own girth. Undoubtedly, such humor involves a factor of humility, for
when characters seem most free from the burdens of materiality, as when the Dude tries to relax
and assert his dignity with a joint and a little Creedence, they are most violently struck by all
manner of worldly shrapnel. When the Dude crashes the Gran Torino, say, we are granted
neither irony nor even black humor, but a kind of hipster slapstick, a comedy of goofy cool that
signals less an existential crisis but a warm humility. Here, the comedy approaches something
like an ethos. As comic hero, the Dude is situated against a catastrophic world, but he also
brings an incredible uncertainty to that world. His bumbling adventures open an otherwise sterile
terrain to gleeful chaos. The Dude at Ralph’s, the Dude stretching in the middle of Star Lanes,
the Dude in bed with Maude, the Dude on the cliff with Walter—his very presence, like Chaplin
or Boudo or Clousseau, signals encounter, collision, contingency, and eruption, the breakdown
of the real, the emergence of the impossible.
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Bryan Jameson, “Two oat sodas, Gary. A must have for any true achiever. This book offers a
fresh, intellectual insight to the characters, scenes, events of the movie. I don't know how many
hours I've spent sipping caucasians, quoting lines and watching this flick, but as I read the
"Years work" I found myself watching the film again with new perspectives and insight. It was fun
to pick up on on the nuances that only academics could spend time illuminating. Im having a
little Lebowski fest with my friends this thanksgiving, and I can't wait to blow their minds while I
wax professorial. I highly recommend this book for people interested in seeing their favorite film
in new context.”

Lew G., “but fun for Lebowski fans as academia studies the. Complicated, a bit hard to follow,
but fun for Lebowski fans as academia studies the Dude”

A. Hood, “A brilliant collection! One of my favourite films given an .... A brilliant collection! One of
my favourite films given an insightful treatment by a variety of critics, who also love the film.”

AsthmaBoy, “Book for its time and place. This latest, academically themed, book concerning the
1998 Coen film The Big Lebowski is the best I've seen since the BFI Film Classics book
appeared in 2008 by Tyree and Walters. Based on the underground academic symposium
coinciding with the 5th Annual Lebowski Fest in Louisville, KY, this book is full of the best essays
and papers submitted at the event. Within the deep and casual thoughts from the authors, you'll
find amazing references to both pop and historic culture along with many ins and outs of
classical literature and contemporary films. Even though these are mostly just like, their
opinions, man, I am sure these far out ideas and hypotheses will blow the jellies right off your
feet. This is probably the best cultural study I've seen of a cult film. It's both entertaining to read,
like the recent fan-books that have been released in the past few years, yet academically
challenging at the same time. Comentale and Jaffe certainly do not disappoint with this long
awaited compilation. Personally, I hope they hold another symposium since I was not able to
attend the first.”

Maude Lebowski, “How do you keep them down on the farm once they have read The Year's
Work?. Man, this is, like shut the *** up, Donnie, good. It shows how popular culture is the stuff
for analysis and contemplation--the fact that the Big Lebowski has a sort of interesting content
may well be why it is so popular (and not only because of its sort of slacker style). This
collection has a nice mix of essays from almost every angle. And no, dude, they aren't like just
mental self-stimulation.  If you like this check out Bill Robertson's book.”

The book by Brian Ivie has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 17 people have provided feedback.
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